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About This Content

Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from

the pack!

Includes:

Unique pirate-themed fighter "Shark" 6 rank

Unique pirate-themed interceptor "Grim" 8 rank

Unique pirate-themed frigate "Phoenix" 8 rank

"Black Label" 10 unique stickers

"Jackpot" 15 000 Galactic Standards

"License to Kill" A month of Premium subscription

"Captain's Cut" Permanent credit reward bonus +10%

Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"
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Pirate ships have stronger main weapons and more powerful capacitors, which is important for potent frigates as well as for
agile fighters and interceptors.

Premium ships
All premium ships don't need repairs. Such ships have "Elite" status — maximum battle parameters and increased free synergy

production. All premium ships have unique appearance and are shipped with maximum synergy.

You save time and head into battle right away!

Unique stickers — An excellent opportunity to stand out among mercenaries.
Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is

made easier and more comfortable.
Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle.

In addition, pilots get more credits vouchers for completing contracts!
Pilots who receive premium licenses from command master new ships faster due to increased synergy gain in combat.

And when the battle ends, pilots with a premium license have two bonus attempts at trophy search — this means that the chance
of getting new unique equipment becomes higher!

If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy gain are added to each other. Together, they provide a
greater bonus!

Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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I hated this one at first. I failed all the time.
Than I learned how to cheat - mayor change on the gaming-experience!
Who needs money anyway? I want to build endlessly!
And I want to get through this game as fast as I can and time is money.

6/10 Post on Facebook and earn an Achievement!. I like this game in general, I just couldnt get passed the constant yelllow
ground. It hurt my eyes a bit. With that being said, i enjoy the game will continue to play more. Its a building sim where you
must survive on Mars, make Elon proud, though I might not have :P.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCqrhl1_U26asPAtgdnb3EZg. I think it's broken. The timing in some things are too
strict. You need to try over and over and over until you get lucky. I'm stuck at level 20 but the achievements say that more than
40% of the people that played has finished which makes me suspicious because everyone complains on the reviews about this
problem, it has mostly negative reviews, everyone also complains on the forum, there is no guide for this game, nothing on
youtube. I don't know.... I have no words. JISEI was one of the first visual novels I ever played, and it has remained as one of the
most interesting ones for me that I keep going back to. Although the first entry to the series is relatively short - more like a
prologue to a much bigger story - it still has a lot of intrigue to entice you into sticking around to see what unfolds in future
games.

You play as an unnamed male main character who is in the wrong place at the wrong time, and immediately thrown under
suspicion in a murder investigation at a cafe. A local off duty detective giving you permission to ask some (mostly) harmless
questions to help piece together what happened may seem unrealistic to some in this game, but rest assured, future installments
explain why this detective in particular was so willing to trust a teenager unwilling to give up his real name.

Although the mystery in this visual novel is technically revolving around a murder, the real mystery is who you're playing, why he
has this ability, and who the mysterious voice is that appears in his head and how they know what's happening inside the locked
down cafe. Unfortunately, you'll only get some of the answers by the end, because some questions are linked to a much bigger
picture that unfolds throughout the series. Each game gives you another piece of the puzzle, but it's never frustrating because each
revelation feels like something huge and exciting.

Because of this, I'd really recommend purchasing all three games that are currently released so you can immediately move on to the
next game when you finish this one. It's also extremely important to replay the game to get all of the endings, because this will
unlock each of the games' epilogues which are part of the true ending. Playing all three games also gives you a better idea of the
developing relationship between each of these characters, as the series really gives you a "found family" kind of vibe, as the murder
investigation in this game brings together a team of misfits that will work together on solving future mysteries that are in some way
related to their mysterious pasts.

As for JISEI itself, the game on its own is definitely worth buying to check out. The game gives you a bit of nonlinear freedom, as
you can choose who you want to talk to and when, as well as getting to choose to examine the room that you're in to learn more
about what's going on. This was a huge selling point for me when I first played, because it reminded me a bit of the point-and-click
mystery games I played as a kid. In this game, clicking examine will just give you a narration of what your MC observes for you,
but in future installments this feature is upgraded to the player having to click around on various items in the room before you can
learn more about them.

You may also recognize the art style as being the same as the Flower Shop series (Summer in Fairbrook, Winter in Fairbrook) as
well as C14 Dating and the free visual novel Autumn's Journey. Deji's art is particularly lovely in this game, though, with Li Mei
and Gurski's designs remaining my favourite.

You may also recognize the voice of Li Mei, who is voiced by Cherami Leigh. This was one of the first things I noticed, because I
recognized her as the same person who did the voice of Mai in the Ghost Hunt anime dub, which is another series I have a soft spot
for. All of the voicing in this game is fantastic though, and really brings the characters to life with the added depth and emotion. If
you're the type to turn off the voice acting, I don't think that'll be an issue here - but if for some reason one of the characters has a
voice you just don't want to listen to, you can turn it off for them individually and still enjoy listening to the rest.
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All in all, I couldn't recommend this game enough, and I was very excited to see it had finally gotten released on STEAM. I've
played and replayed this game several times, and I always enjoy it as much as the first time (though it helps if you wait a few
months and forget some of the big reveals like I did). The team is also working on the fourth installment, and with each game
improving on the last, I personally can't wait to see what else is in store.

Seriously, BUY THIS GAME.
. A game exactly to my liking. If you like dungeons and if you liked Gothic, give it a try.. Dan and Arin in game 10\/10 <3.
A nice and simple child-friendly collectathon.

The game is relatively short, If you play to complete it as fast as possible you can beat 100% of the game in about 1.7 or 2
hours.

The gameplay is rather simple you move around the level with a top-down perspective and beat the occasional enemy, using
your fiery breath to defeat them. Beating a level is really easy I've beaten the entire game without dying to an enemy once
and feel that you could only fail if you do so intentionally.
When it comes to narrative the game is rather bare-bones and does not really do anything to establish any character
motivation or personality, it's just; You are a dragon who likes to collect treasure. Why who knows.
You have a mystic floating panda fiend. Who is he? I don't know.
but this can be put down to the young audience that it is aimed at.

Playing through the game I found that it had nice and relaxing BGM that suited the rest of the overall look, tone and feel of
the game..
กราฟฟิค - สวย ไม่กินเสป็ค เครื่องที่ใช้ เกือบกลาง-กลาง

CAT SCORE - [60%]
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For $5, it is an insane bargain for hours of entertainment. I would sacrifice a can of beer for this game :). Rorona is so precious..
Strategy/action game...again, little gem.

Each map doesn't take long to play, but is quite exciting, even the computer controlled allies seem to be not that bad to play
with. One of few pirate themed games that I actually enjoyed.

Can easily recommend to anyone.. This soundtrack is really quite nice. after looking at the game in the past it didn't look all that
good and i honestly thought the devs gave up on it and now with the reboot its REALLY fun i enjoy playing as
hunter\/scavenger hunter seems powerful and fast and runner seems like it takes skill to juke the hunter so much better then
dead by daylight where the survivors are OP and the killer is too under balanced DBD take notes please. Still requires a great
deal of work.

Adjusting the sliders and then clicking on next turn over and over until you have randomly saved enough money to do another
action is repetitive and becomes boring.

More interactive and consequential actions are needed. And actually playing Santa Paravia and Fiumaccio enough times to
understand the mechanics (or looking at the programming which I think was in BASIC) might aid the further development.. I
admire little dev teams making games, but I got to say this one needs more addictive features and difficulty leveling (Besides
another design features).

It is beautiful graphically speaking and it is a very cheap game,
But it is very hard, the music was a bad choice (Maybe for a point and click would fit) and needs more rewards for the player.

Keep it up, you have potential to make something stronger.
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